Coal comfort
While the Australian Government looks at a new
coal power station in Queensland, there are no coal
plants under construction in the rest of Australia or
in North America. There is just one in Western
Europe, which is nine years behind schedule.
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SUMMARY
The Australian Government is funding a feasibility study for a new coal fired power
plant in Queensland. Despite the Government’s enthusiasm for coal, around Australia
and in other developed regions such as Western Europe and North America, there are
virtually no coal-fired power stations being built.
There are no coal-fired power stations being built in Australia. Right to Information
requests reveal government advice that an ultra-supercritical coal plant in North
Queensland similar to the one proposed would only be viable with high electricity
prices and without a significant carbon price.
There are no coal-fired power stations under construction in the United States, Canada
or Mexico. The final coal plant built in North America was completed in May 2019, a
tiny 17 MW combined heat and power plant on the campus of the University of Alaska.
The last pre-construction coal-fired power project, the Holcomb Expansion Project,
was cancelled in January 2020.
The one Western European plant under construction is in Germany. The Datteln 4
project, originally set to open in 2011 is now scheduled for operation in 2020, although
the German climate movement will attempt to stop the plant from opening.
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INTRODUCTION
In February 2020, the Australian Government announced it would provide up to $4
million to support a feasibility study for a coal fired power station.1 The study is into a
July 2019 proposal by Shine Energy to raise $2 billion by October 2020 to begin
construction on a 1 GW “ultra-supercritical” coal-fired power station (sometimes
referred to as the “Dhalgan Energy Park”) at the site of Queensland’s now-closed
Collinsville coal plant.
Although the project was initially promoted as a combined coal plant–solar energy
park,2 the feasibility study funding appears to be limited to the coal plant.3 Although
promoted as a “clean” and “low emissions” coal plant, Shine Energy says it is
“essential” for investor confidence that the government indemnify them against the
risk of a future price on carbon.4
No similar ultra-supercritical coal plant has been built in Australia. Right to Information
requests revealed that a 2017 Energy Edge study into the viability of a new ultrasupercritical coal plant in North Queensland conducted for the Queensland
Government found that it would only be viable in high price scenarios, without a
significant carbon price; the result is similar to previous studies into the viability of
ultra-supercritical coal plants and new coal plants in North Queensland.5
There are no coal plants under construction in Australia. The Global Energy Monitor
identifies three coal plants in the “announced” stage: two units from Delta Energy at
the old Hazelwood coal plant site and the aforementioned Shine Energy plant at
Collinsville. The government has also proposed underwriting a “coal upgrade” at Vales
Point.6
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In 2018, coal investor Trevor St Baker announced that Delta Energy was applying to the
Underwriting New Generation Investments program to build a 1.3 GW brown coal
plant at the site of the now-closed Hazelwood coal plant.7 The project did not make it
on the UNGI short-list.
With little investor interest in building new coal power plants, any future for the Shine
proposal is likely to rely on government subsidy. While members of government have
blamed lack of coal development on activists and “bullied” banks, a look around
developed regions of the world find that Australia is not alone in moving away from
coal.

NORTH AMERICA
There are no large coal plants under construction in the United States, Canada or
Mexico.8
The final coal plant built was completed in May 2019, a 17 MW system at the
University of Alaska (the Combined Heat and Power Plant).9 Even that is described as
an “upgrade”. It experienced several months of delays and was “scraping hard” to stay
within budget.10 A standard coal plant has capacity of hundreds or thousands of
megawatts.
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There was one announced plant in the US (the Holcomb Expansion), but it was
cancelled in January 2020.11 The cancellation of the Holcomb Expansion Project, which
never made it out of pre-construction phases,12 means that there are now no coal
plants in pre-construction phases in North America either.
SunCoke Energy South Shore is planning to build a small 90 MW plant in Kentucky that
would burn by-products of metallurgic coal production, rather than coal itself.13 It is
not clear what stage of production it is in.
Two coal plants were nominally planned.14 A concrete pad was built for 320 MW unit
at Two Elk Generating Station (Wyoming), but the unit’s permit was revoked in 2015,
and the 850 MW Plant Washington (Georgia) plant had its air permit lapse because it
took too long to begin construction.15

WESTERN EUROPE
The one Western European plant under construction is Datteln 4, originally set to open
in 2011, now scheduled for operation in 2020. The German climate movement has said
they will attempt to stop the plant from opening.16
In 2017, the peak body for Europe’s national electricity association – Eurelectric –
signed a pledge to build no new coal-fired power plants in the European Union after
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2020. Peak utilities from 26 of the EU’s 28 member states made the pledge (Greece
and Poland did not).17
Of EU countries, no coal plant other than Datteln 4 is under construction in Western
Europe. In Central and Eastern Europe, Greece has one unit (Ptolemaida 5) under
construction, Poland has four units under construction and the Czech Republic has one
unit under construction.
There is one announced coal plant in Germany (Stade Dow Chemical); another
announced plant (Niederaussem Unit L) was cancelled in April 2019. With Germany’s
planned coal phase out, Stade Dow Chemical’s plant is also likely to be cancelled.
There was one announced coal project in the UK (Captain Clean Energy Project), but it
is now planned to use gas.
All non-EU European countries with coal plants at any stage are in Central or Eastern
Europe.

CONCLUSION
The United States, Western Europe and Australia have almost entirely stopped
building new coal plants. The final remaining full-size plant under construction, Datteln
4, has had a troubled run since its planned completion date in 2011.
With the CSIRO and AEMO finding that it is now cheaper to build renewables than new
coal,18 Australia is highly unlikely to ever see another coal-fired power plant built.
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